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Philmac is a global leader in the design and manufacture of 
specialist fittings and valves for polyethylene pipelines. 

With a strong pedigree in product innovation, in 1968 Philmac 
revolutionised how to connect polyethylene (PE) pipes by developing the 
world’s first all plastic compression fitting for PE pipe. Its’ products are 
now viewed as the international benchmark.

The exceptional quality and value of Philmac’s products has driven a 
strong expansion into global markets. Philmac exports almost half of its 
production output to more than 30 countries in regions such as North 
America, the Middle East, the UK, Europe and Asia.

Philmac is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Aliaxis, the world’s largest 
integrated supplier of plastic performance pipe systems.

With pipe connection solutions for irrigation, farm water supply, town 
water supply, gas and mining applications, Philmac is the connection you 
can trust.

The Philmac Story



Philmac 3G®  
Compression  
Fittings 

Turn on to faster installation,  
strength and versatility

Turn on to the next generation of water line compression fittings  

– Philmac 3G® 

Based on more than 50 years of product design, marketing and manufacturing 

experience, 3G® is our third and most innovative compression fitting yet. It represents 

the culmination of years of development and engineering, cutting-edge manufacturing 

technology and punishing performance testing. To create a truly advanced next generation 

fitting, Philmac questioned every detail – from fitting design to material. The end result is 

a plastic fitting that’s strong, easy to install and long-lasting, all at a cost lower than that 

of brass fittings, with a quality far superior to metal insert fittings. Something definitely 

worth turning on to.



3G® COMPRESSION 
FITTINGS

Fast and Easy Installation
Slide & Tighten™ technology*: 3G® compression fittings incorporate all 

the benefits of Philmac’s unique Slide & Tighten™ technology. No pipe 

preparation is needed, and no force is required to push the pipe past 

the seal. This means faster and easier installation because the 

fitting seals on the outside of the pipe. Simply insert the pipe 

into the fitting until the first point of resistance is felt, and 

then tighten the nut.

Compact design: The size of the Philmac 3G® compression 

fitting has been kept to a minimum, making the fitting 

ideal for use in confined areas.

Easy disassembly: The fitting has been designed so the 

grip ring is released as soon as the nut is backed off, 

making disassembly easy.

Complete Security
Visual stop: The body flange on the 3G® compression 

fitting acts as a visual stop to indicate when the nut is 

tightened. There is no benefit in further tightening the nut.

No loose components: If the nut is removed there is no danger 

of losing components, as the grip ring and seal ring are retained in 

the body of the fitting.   

Dynamic sealing method: As the nut is tightened, the seal is compressed 

between the pipe and the fitting body.

Designed to minimize pipe twist: The fitting has been designed to minimize pipe 

twist as the nut is tightened. Maximum pipe twist is approximately a quarter turn 

compared with one and a half turns with many other fittings. 

Approvals: Philmac 3G® compression fittings are NSF-61* approved for potable 

water use.

*NSF-61 approval applies to CTS, SIDR and UTC fittings.

KEY ADVANTAGES



High Performance Materials
Made from engineered materials:  3G® compression fittings are 

manufactured from lightweight high performance thermoplastic 

materials that, unlike metal fittings, resist corrosion, significantly 

minimizing maintenance, repairs and long-term costs. The 

materials are non-toxic and taint-free.

Rated to 230psi*: 3G® compression fittings are pressure rated to 

230psi to meet the needs of high pressure systems.

*As tested to ISO14236.

Complete Coverage
Wide range: The 3G® compression fittings range is comprehensive: 

straight and reducing couplers, tees, elbows, male and female adapters 

and caps ranging from 3/4” to 2”.

Lead-Free
The Philmac range of 3G® fittings is completely free of lead.

The innovative design of the 3G® fitting uses a common body 

across the entire range. 

 

By simply changing the connection components (nut, grip 

ring and seal) 3G® can connect to pipes from all the major 

international dimensional standards including CTS, IPS-OD, IPS-

SIDR, Kitec, Metric, British Imperial and Irish Normal-Gauge pipes

By installing a conversion kit, any fitting can be used to join 

different pipe types. 

PE & PEX CTS

PE IPS-ID (SIDR)

PE IPS-OD

PE-Al-PE

PE & PEX CTS

PE IPS-ID (SIDR)

PE IPS-OD

PE-Al-PE

COMMON BODY ENABLES CROSS CONNECTION BETWEEN DIFFERENT DIMENSIONAL PIPES



Simply Slide and Tighten™ for a reliable 
connection you can trust

Imagine a fitting that is ready to use and as simple as ABC to install.  

Philmac’s range of 3G® fittings to suit IPS-OD pipe is the solution for 

the perfect connection every time thanks to Philmac’s unique Slide 

and Tighten™ technology. Each fitting is pre-assembled and 

ready to use so there’s no need to disassemble the fittings 

or prepare the pipe. And what’s more there is no need for 

special tools or solvent cement.  Simply cut the PE pipe 

square and insert it into the fitting until you feel the 

first point of resistance and then tighten the nut to 

the flange.

With Philmac’s IPS-OD fittings, just slide and 

tighten and the job’s done!

Fewer turns to tighten 

Only 2 turns are needed to tighten up 

the nut.

Cut the pipe square, there is no 

need to chamfer or lubricate

Ensure 2 threads are showing 

and simply slide the pipe in until 

the point of first resistance is 

felt

Visual stop

The body flange on the 3G® 

compression fitting acts as a visual 

stop to indicate when the nut is 

tightened. There is no benefit in 

further tightening the nut.

No pipe twisting during installation 

Fitting designed to avoid pipe twist, 

reducing risk of untightening joints.

1 2 3

*Refer 3G® Compression 

Fittings Technical Manual 

for full installation details.

*

Tighten the nut by hand, and then 

with a wrench to the point where the 

nut is touching the flange on the body 

of the fitting. Do not tighten beyond 

this point.

3G® IPS-OD COMPRESSION 
FITTINGS 



  

COMMERCIAL

Applications

No force to slide in 

No force is required to slide 

the pipe into the fitting.

Conversion kits 

If CTS, SIDR or Composite 

pipe is being used, the joint 

can easily be made using 

conversion kits.

Long-lasting, corrosion-resistant and easy 

to install, Philmac fittings have proven 

themselves in irrigation and commercial 

applications all over the world. They are the 

fittings of choice for both contractors and 

installers all over the world.

• Orchards

• Golf courses

• Vineyards

• Pump systems

• Tanks

• Parks and Gardens

• Turf

Choose from a wide selection of 

fittings (from 3/4” to 1-1/2”) including 

straight and reducing joiners and tees, 

elbows, end connectors, caps and 

blanking plugs.

Image courtesy of TORO®

Easy Connect/Disconnect 

The grip ring enables easy connection 

and disconnection, ideal for seasonal 

water lines.


